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Review of Jai & Chloe of London

Review No. 119590 - Published 25 Mar 2015

Details of Visit:

Author: SirHarrySimons
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 23 Mar 2015 0:45
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

Nice House of divine flat. Clean and cosy. Beds need changing, bit squeaky but overall nice and
comfortable.

The Lady:

CHLOE - Hot blonde bombshell. Enhanced breast. Enhanced lips. Very pretty face. Tonned body.
JAI - Very hot black girl. Miles better than her photos suggest. Enhanced blow job lips. Truly
smashing body. 

The Story:

Have punted for ten years and have never felt the need to do a report on any until now. Easily the
best sexual hour of my life. truely remarkable! Had originally booked Jai for 45 mins. But as I walked
in and saw Jai and Chole casually chatting together on the couch in their lingerie, I couldn't help but
notice how sexy they both looked together. I asked the maid if Chloe was also free, lucky for me
she was. Parted with another £100 for Chloe than the fun began. Chloe and Jai begun with a little
lesbian show, which I can't help but keep replay in my mind. Chloe using a vibrator on Jais pussy,
Jai licking Chloe's pussy. Chloe sucking Jais tits. Both girls truly take care of themselves and look
remarkable, I felt like I was in the middle of a top class porno. Time for me to get involved.. Jai
started sucking my cock whilst Chloe licked my balls, than they swapped. Good girls. Still felt both
needed a spanking. Told them both to get ass up and face down, whilst kissing each other. Very
hot. Had a good view of both their pussys whilst giving them a light spanking. Than put a condom
on and gave Jai a good pounding, whilst Chloe watched. Missionary than doggie. Jai can take a
good pounding. Unlike other WG who complains after two moments. Finally took the condom of and
cummed on Jais bum. Excellent punt! From the way they was chatting before the punt, I assume
the girls are friendly with each other. Which showed in the pun! They was both interactive with each
other and seemed to enjoy it. Not awkward at all. Would defiantly be a great duo partnership, if they
would officly team up.. Fnally I want to add that Jai has by far the best body I've seen in the flesh at
HOD. I've read punters discussion asking about how she looks in the flesh, and the answer is
remarkable. Thanks Jai and Chloe. And thanks HOD for hiring the best of the best.
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